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5.1.General methodological presentation

The subject includes theoretical and practical lectures. Due to the operative content of the subject, practical examples will
be introduced in the theoretical lectures with analyses close to the real markets. Lectures are expected to be participative.

Practical lectures will be developed in a computer framework including real cases worked and solved by the students
under the supervision of the teacher.

Complementary voluntary activities will be proposed consisting in group or individual analyses
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5.2.Learning activities

Participative theoretical lectures

Practical lectures to solve real cases

Individual written exams

Individual tutorial activities

Official exams: see evaluation section

Voluntary works to solve complementary problems related to the activities developed in the practical lectures

5.3.Program

Part I: Portfolio management

- Asset allocation

- Traditional portfolio construction. Investor risk profile

- Timing and selection habilities

- Investment style: active, passive, indexed and alternative investment

Part II: Collective Investment portfolios

- Mutual funds

- Investment societies

Part III: Performance evaluation and performance attribution

- Return

- Performance

- Performance relative to a benchmark

- Selectivity
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- Performance attribution

5.4.Planning and scheduling

Lecture schedule will be announced in the website of the Faculty. The deadlines of the different complementary activities
will be reported by the teachers.

5.5.Bibliography and recomended resources

Updated bibliography is available through the website of the library: http://psfunizar7.unizar.es/br13/eBuscar.php?tipo=a
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